Exploring listeners’ speech rate preferences
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Abstract

Fast speech may reduce intelligibility, but there is little agreement as to whether listeners benefit from slower speech in noisy conditions. The current study explored the relationship between speech rate and masker properties using a listening preference technique in which participants were able to control speech rate in real time. Spanish listeners adjusted speech rate while listening to word sequences in quiet, in stationary noise at signal-to-noise ratios of 0, +6 and +12 dB, and in modulated noise for 5 envelope modulation rates. Following selection of a preferred rate, participants went on to identify words presented at that rate. Listeners favoured faster speech in quiet, chose increasingly slower rates in increasing levels of stationary noise, and showed a preference for speech rates that led to a contrast with masker envelope modulation rates. Participants showed distinct preferences even when intelligibility was near ceiling levels. These outcomes suggest that individuals attempt to compensate for the decrement in cognitive resources availability in more adverse conditions by reducing speech rate and are able to exploit differences in modulation properties of the target speech and masker. The listening preference approach provides insights into factors such as listening effort that are not measured in intelligibility-based metrics.
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1. Introduction

Synthetic and recorded speech form an increasing part of our everyday listening experience, and much of our exposure to these forms of speech occurs in potentially noisy settings such as on public transport, in the classroom or workplace, while driving, and in our homes. Optimising speech output to ensure that salient information is correctly and effortlessly received is an important problem for the designers of applications that make use of the speech modality. The current study uses a listener preference paradigm to explore the effects of changes in speech rate in noisy conditions.

Most of the focus in adapting speech output to challenging listening conditions has been on intelligibility, and specifically on enhancing intelligibility by modifying speech prior to presentation e.g. \cite{1, 2, 3}. Modification techniques applied to natural \cite{4, 5} and synthetic \cite{6} speech have been shown to be capable of substantial intelligibility improvements for speech presented in noisy conditions, with gains equivalent to increasing the volume by more than 5 dB \cite{7}.

However, it is questionable as to whether intelligibility-enhancement should be the sole motivation for speech modification, for a number of reasons. First, the typically negative signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) at which substantial intelligibility gains are observed are not representative of those experienced in everyday listening conditions, where average SNRs are less adverse, at around 5 dB \cite{8}. Consequently, it is likely that the gains observed in realistic conditions will be more modest than laboratory studies suggest. Second, a focus on intelligibility alone ignores the additional cognitive demands – listening effort – that speech output makes on listeners over and above the desire to comprehend meaning \cite{9, 10, 11}. The cognitive implications of intelligibility-enhancing speech modifications have not been assessed extensively, and it is conceivable that modifications that improve intelligibility lead to speech that is more demanding to process. Similarly, studies into how talkers adapt their speech as a function of context (e.g. clear speech \cite{12}; speech produced in noise \cite{13}; infant-directed speech \cite{14}) have demonstrated consistent patterns of change for parameters such as intensity, vowel space, spectral tilt, and speech rate. While the impact of these changes on intelligibility has been studied (e.g., see review in \cite{15}), investigations of their effect on listening effort are rare. However, emerging findings indicate that modifications can indeed affect effort. For example, by using pupillometry as a physiological proxy for listening effort it has been shown that poor quality synthetic speech is more effortful to process \cite{16} and that existing intelligibility enhancement techniques can also reduce cognitive load \cite{17}.

The current study focuses on one feature of speech delivery that can be expected to impact both intelligibility and listening effort: speech rate. Fast speech has been found to disrupt intelligibility of both natural speech \cite{18, 19} and synthetic speech \cite{20, 21}. However, there is little agreement on whether a slow speech rate is beneficial \cite{22, 23, 24, 25, 26}. One recent study \cite{26} found no intelligibility gains for linearly-elongated speech presented in stationary noise, but significant gains for the same speech in the presence of both competing speech or speech-shaped noise whose envelope was modulated by that of competing speech. However, it was unclear whether the benefit was due to the net availability of more phonetic information due to the dips in the masker, or to a difference in modulation rates between the target and masker speech. One of the goals of the current work is to examine the effect of speech rate changes in different noise conditions, including those involving variations in the modulation rate of the masker.

In this study we present an experimental approach whose goal is to simultaneously measure both intelligibility and any supra-intelligibility impact of speech modifications. The paradigm inverts the traditional technique of asking listeners to passively judge the intelligibility of preselected speech-in-noise materials. Instead, listeners are able to control the parameter under study – here, speech rate – during an adaptation phase in each test trial, prior to an identification phase in which speech is presented at the preferred rate. In this way listener preferences and their impact are measured directly, rather than through opinion scores, using an easy-to-understand procedure akin to adjusting the volume of a device using a remote control. The closest study to the current work \cite{27} used an on-line speech
dilation technique [28] to allow listeners to modify speech rate in real-time using an on-screen slider bar. Our study extends this work by investigating the impact of different masker types and masker modulation rates on listener preferences, while also allowing listeners to change speech rate in the faster direction as well as slowing it down.

The main questions addressed in the current study are: do listeners show speech rate preferences that lead to intelligible speech; are these rates consistent across the listener cohort; do speech rate preferences show patterns that are independent of intelligibility; and how do speech rate preferences change in challenging conditions?

2. Methods

Listeners changed speech rate in an open-ended adjustment phase, followed by a fixed length test phase (sec. 2.3). In separate conditions, listeners adjusted and identified speech in quiet, in speech-shaped noise, and in speech-modulated noise (sec. 2.2).

2.1. Participants

Eighteen native Spanish listeners (15 females) aged 18-23 (mean 19.9, $SD = 1.4$) participated in the experiment. All passed an audiological screening with a hearing level better than 25 dB at frequencies in the range 125 – 8000 Hz in both ears. Listeners were paid for their participation.

2.2. Stimuli

Speech material consisted of sequences of isolated Spanish words spoken by a female talker, drawn from an open source 3968-word corpus of the most frequent Spanish words of up to three syllables [29]. Twenty-two different speech rates were available for listeners to choose covering the range from 2.5 times slower than the original to 2.5 times faster, with speech rates located at equally-spaced points on a multiplicative inverse scale (2.4 times faster, 1.25 times slower than the original rate, and 5 rates slower than the original). Linear elongation/compression was employed, and all rate modifications were carried out using the STRAIGHT toolbox [30]. Words were independently normalised to have equal root mean square level after rate modifications, with 20 ms half-Hamming ramps applied to reduce onset/offset transients.

Stimuli were presented in quiet and in 8 additive noise masking conditions: speech-shape noise (SSN) at SNRs of 0, +6 and +12 dB, and speech modulated noise (SMN) for 5 envelope modulation rates, mixed with speech at +6 dB SNR. Maskers were based on concatenated Spanish sentences from the Sharvard corpus [31], spoken by a female talker. Maskers were unrelated to the target speech stimuli described above. The SSN masker resulted from passing random uniform noise through a filter with the long-term spectrum of the concatenated sentences. The SMN masker was generated by multiplying the SSN masker by the instantaneous envelope of the concatenated sentences. In addition to the original rate, envelope modulation rates 1.4 and 2.5 times faster, and 1.7 and 2.5 times slower than the original were tested (rates of 1.4 and 1.7 correspond to equidistant steps from the original rate on the 22-point scale used here). In the masked conditions SNRs were computed by concatenating stimulus words without gaps.

2.3. Procedure

The experiment was blocked into the 9 conditions described above. Across participants, block order was counterbalanced using a Latin square design. Each block contained 22 trials. A trial started with a speech rate randomly-chosen from the 22 available, and consisted of an adjustment phase followed by a test phase. During the adjustment phase, words were presented in a randomised order with 500 ms of intervening silence. Participants were instructed to choose an optimal value of speech rate that allowed them to recognise as many words as possible. Participants were able to control speech rate using the up/down arrow keys to speed up or slow down. Changes in speech rate occurred on the next word presented. The adjustment phase continued for as long as participants required (which averaged 7.04 s; $SD = 5.59$). Having chosen a preferred speech rate, participants were able to proceed to the test phase by clicking an on-screen button. Participants were not allowed to proceed to the test phase until at least five seconds of the adjustment phase had elapsed. In the test phase, participants were presented with words spoken at the speech rate chosen in the adjustment phase, under the same experimental condition as they had experienced during the adjustment phase. Participants typed their responses into an on-screen text input box. During each test phase of a single trial, five test words were presented consecutively and across conditions no word was repeated. In total, listeners responded to 990 unique words (9 conditions x 22 trials x 5 test items) during the experiment.

Prior to the main experiment, listeners were given written guidance which encouraged them to think of the task in the same way as choosing an appropriate volume for the television: too quiet makes it difficult to understand the words, and too loud is uncomfortable. Then they underwent a familiarisation phase consisting of 5 trials in each of Quiet, SSN and SMN (at a single SNR for the masked conditions). The entire experiment lasted around two hours, and participants were able to take a break between each block. Stimuli were presented through Sennheiser HD380 headphones at a fixed presentation level while listeners were seated in sound-attenuating booths in a purpose-build speech perception laboratory at the University of the Basque Country (Alava Campus).

3. Results

3.1. Speech rate preferences

Figure 1 plots speech rate preferences, intelligibility and the time spent in the adjustment phase for the 9 conditions of the study. In quiet, listeners preferred to listen to speech 1.2 times faster than the original rate, and at 97.7%, word scores were close to ceiling. Listeners spent 5.4 s during the adjustment phase in this condition, close to the 5 s minimum permitted. Compared to quiet, in noise listeners selected slower speech rates and spent longer on adjustment. Even at the various ‘optimal’ speech rates (i.e. those most-frequently selected) for the different masking conditions, listeners did not achieve intelligibility scores as high as those in the Quiet condition. Within each masker type (SMN, SSN) adjustment time was longer for conditions resulting in lower intelligibility. However this was not true across masker types; for example, less time was spent adjusting in the 0 dB SNR condition for the SSN masker than in some of the SMN conditions even though intelligibility was substantially lower in the 0 dB SNR SSN condition.

Separate one-way within-subjects ANOVAs conducted to compare the effect of condition on each of the three measure-
3.2. Listener preferences and intelligibility

The probability with which each of the 22 permitted speech rate values was preferred by listeners, along with the percentage of keywords correctly recalled at that speech rate, is presented in Fig. 2 for the Quiet and SSN conditions and in Fig. 3 for the Quiet and SMN masker conditions (the Quiet condition is repeated for convenience). At the most adverse SSN condition
(0 dB SNR) it is notable that those listeners who chose faster rates produced lower intelligibility scores, but in general intelligibility scores were relatively uniform across speech rates, though not necessarily at ceiling levels. Nevertheless, listeners showed distinct preferences for certain speech rates as manifested by the relatively sharply-peaked preference distributions.

Inter-rater reliability was determined using two-way intraclass correlation [32] to assess the degree that listeners provided consistency in their mean speech rate choices across conditions, using the ICC function of R. The resulting intraclass correlation value of .879 was in the ‘excellent’ range [33], indicating that listeners had a high degree of agreement in selecting preferred speech rates.

3.3. Initial speech rate preference versus adjustment time

Repeated-measures correlation via the rrmcorr package in R [34] showed that the initial speech rate value of each trial was positively correlated with the final preference (i.e. a fast initial rate tended to lead to fast speech at the end of adjustment, and vice versa) \( p < .001 \) and negatively correlated with adjustment time \( p < .001 \). In other words, when the initial speech rate was far from the ‘optimal’ value (considered as the mean value chosen by the cohort of listeners at the end of adjustment), listeners tended not to tune it all the way to this value.

4. Discussion

The current study found distinct speech rate preferences that showed up even with intelligibility at ceiling. Such preferences reveal supra-intelligibility aspects of speech rate, suggesting that in stationary noise listeners prefer a slower speech rate as noise level increases, while for fluctuating noise they prefer faster speech when masker modulation rate is slow and vice versa. The preferred speech rate in quiet was faster than any of the masking conditions. These findings are in line with the real-time speech rate modification study of [27], whose listeners chose to expand speech at adverse SNRs in the face of a 4-talker babble masker even though such preferences did not improve intelligibility.

For stationary noise, it has been argued [26] that linear elongation of speech resulting from a slower speech rate is not beneficial to intelligibility because it merely leads to elongation of those ‘glimpses’ of speech that escape masking rather than revealing additional speech information. Our findings support this claim: in general, intelligibility did not improve for listeners who chose slower speech (Fig. 2). The fact that listeners preferred slower rates in more adverse stationary noise might indicate a desire to reduce listening effort, or could reflect an attempt to reproduce typical speech rates experienced by participants in real-world noisy conditions which are characterised by slower speech [35].

Concerning the speech-modulated noise conditions, listeners tended to prefer a target speech rate that contrasted with that of the masker. The presence of similar fluctuation rates would be expected to lead to difficulties in pulling out target speech from a masker [36]. Differences in modulation rate might act as a cue for segregating the two signals, a possibility supported by a finding that intelligibility improves when the fluctuation rates of target speech and a babble noise masker are mismatched [37]. A contrast in modulation rates might help in a number of ways. One is to allow a target to be tracked through time by sequential grouping of those speech fragments with similar rates. Indeed, some listeners in [27] reported that their speech rate choices helped them to track the target speaker. A complementary possibility is that listeners manipulate speech rate in order to promote energetic masking release. For example, a faster rate potentially allows more evidence of the target to ‘fit’ in the longer temporal dips of a masker with slow modulations. There is some evidence that talkers adopt just such a strategy when ‘listening-while-speaking’ [38].

Listeners spent more time adjusting the target speech rate in the presence of temporally-modulated noise than in the other conditions. The modulated nature of the masker allows varying amounts of target speech energy to be audible at different points, and it is possible that this causes additional cognitive load for the listener and make it harder to predict when to listen. In [39] more perceived effort was reported for noises with a high degree of temporal variation at a relatively high SNR (+10 dB). In [40], at low SNRs listeners rated stationary masking as more effortful than fluctuating noise, but the difference between the two types of masker was reduced or eliminated with increasing SNR, leading to the suggestion that peaks in the fluctuating masker might have a negative impact on listeners in less noisy conditions.

Finally, we note that although listeners preferred reduced speech rates in adverse conditions, in all conditions the mean rate chosen was faster than the original speech (Fig. 1). This is most likely due to the use of read speech, which is typically somewhat slower than normal or casual speech [41].

5. Conclusions

The current study explored listeners’ speech rate preferences in stationary and temporally-modulated noise. Listeners chose slower speech in noise than in quiet, with greater reductions as the level of the stationary masker increased. For modulated maskers listeners tended to prefer speech rates that led to a contrast with the modulation rate of the masker. Speech rate preferences did not simply reflect choices that led to increased intelligibility. These findings suggest that listener preferences provide information about the processing of speech over and above that measured by intelligibility, and that such preferences may result from a desire to reduce the cognitive effort of understanding speech in adverse conditions.
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